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UM STUDENT SPECIALIZES 
IN FACIAL RECONSTRUCTIONS
By Virginia Vickers Braun 
Office of University Relations 
University of Montana
MISSOULA--
Catherine Clark has a few skeletons in her closet. If you ask her, she's 
apt to drag them--skul1s, ribs and femurs--right out in the open.
Clark, from Eureka, is a graduate student in physical anthropology at the 
University of Montana with an interest in forensic medicine. She can take a 
skull, make a mold from it, and reconstruct an approximate likeness of how the 
person looked. The resulting facial reconstructions help police identify 
skeletal remains.
Occasionally, Clark said, the police, sheriff or medical examiner will bring 
her some bones to assess. Before Clark resorts to doing a facial reconstruction, 
she examines the bones to determine sex, age, stature and possibly race. Usually 
this gives the police enough information to make an identification.
"I can tell a lot just by holding the skull for a while," she said.
Male skulls are more rugged, their chins are more square, their foreheads 
less vertical and they have larger cranial capacity. Clark also takes eight or 
10 measurements from the face, such as how high and wide the cheek bones are, 
that help indicate something about the person.
'The best way to tell the difference between males and females, though, is 




Clark can easily determine a person’s height simply by measuring the bones, 
and she can tell age within plus or minus three to five years. The older a 
person is, the tighter the suture closings (the little lines that run down and 
across the skull) are. Eventually, with age, these sutures close completely 
leaving the skull one solid piece of bone. Growth lines also can be seen on 
the limbs of younger people where the cartilage has not yet ossified into bone.
In order to do a facial reconstruction, Clark makes a number of plaster 
casts from the skull. This is done so that more than one person can do a recon­
struction and so that the police evidence is not tied up. Next, Clark marks 
16 points on the skull where the depth of facial tissue is known. She cuts 
small pieces of wood or bits of rubber erasers to each specific depth and glues 
these on the skull at the 16 points. From there it’s a matter of taking 
modeling clay and connecting the points. She keeps adding clay until the entire 
face is filled in.
"It’s really not as complex as it seems,” she said, "It's a building process 
as long as you follow the steps."
The hardest part, she said, is shaping the eyelids, lips and the nose. There 
are no indications on the bones that tell what these soft tissue areas looked like
She judges the nose by the slope of the bone, and she can position the lips 
relative to the eyes. The corners of the lips, she said, are about as wide as 
the distance between the pupils.
"Then it’s a matter of deciding what kind of hair you want to put on," she 
said. Often a bit of remaining hair will provide some clues to color and style.
"Facial reconstructions don't give an exact likeness of the individual,"
Clark said. The tissue depths are based on averages and no two people are
exactly alike. The reconstructions serve to flesh out the bones and anyone
who knew the individual would probably be able to recognize the likeness, she said
(more)
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Two years ago, police brought the skeletal remains of a girl found lying up 
against the railroad tracks at the Beavertail exit off 1-90 to the physical 
anthropology lab for assessment. From examining her bones, Clark, together 
with Dr. Charline Smith, her major professor, and Michele Scally, another 
student, determined she was 15 to 16 years old, was 5 feet 1 inches tall, of 
small stature, and possibly part Indian.
"She was probably a healthy, active girl," Clark said, because she had good 
muscle attachments. She also had a pronounced overbite and may have had some 
sinus problems.
Because of a green bone cut found on her ribs, the police listed her death 
as a possible homicide. After the analysis, the girl's bones were sent to the 
Smithsonian Institution for further chemical tests. Clark did three facial 
reconstructions of the girl and another reconstruction was done in Colorado 
as a control. However, the girl has never been identified and the case remains 
unsolved.
Clark is bothered by the death and the mystery that surrounds the case. "I 
feel really bad nobody, except her killer, knows this girl is dead," she said.
"It seems like such a waste of a young girl's life." She feels it was especially 
tragic that she died all alone.
Clark is hoping to perfect the techniques of facial reconstruction for her 
master's thesis. She is trying to obtain more accurate information about the 
depths of facial tissue by gathering data from living people with the aid of an 
ultra sound machine. This would enable her to classify tissue depth according 
to sex and age and would be a great improvement over using the average figures 
presently obtained from cadavers.
Fventually Clark plans to go to medical school and become a medical examiner.
"A lot of my friends and family think it's sort of bizarre," she said, 
speaking of her interest in forensic medicine. "The investigative part of it
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really appeals to me. I can look at a leg bone and see it was once part of a 
man and he was this tall. I guess there's a lot of Sherlock Holmes in me."
Clark received her B.A. degree in anthropology from UM in 1977. She is the 
daughter of Mrs. Emogene Clark of Eureka.
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